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Introduction: Garnets in the Merovingian Period
Gemstones have long captured both the attention of the human eye and the imagination.
Their vibrant colors and natural tendency to catch and reflect light resulted in their frequent
association with magical abilities. Medieval lapidaries index the abilities of gems to cure
ailments, ward off sickness, or even bring prosperity, love, or victory to their owners. The
combination of their beauty, scarcity, and supernatural ability made gemstones a sought-after
resource and the conspicuous ownership and display of precious stones has been a signal of
affluence and social standing for millennia.
Today garnets are typically considered a semi-precious stone of secondary value,
especially in comparison to more valuable rubies, but for a significant part of Western history
garnets were highly prized and used extensively in the decorative arts. When similar red gems
were unknown or unavailable, garnets were widely mined and traded, used for decoration in
nearly every century for the past 2,500 years.1 The abundance of garnet goods produced between
the third century BCE and the eighth century CE has led one scholar to name this period “the
garnet millennium.”2
In early medieval Europe garnets dominated objects of personal adornment, such as
brooches and rings, and were also frequently used to decorate Christian ecclesiastical objects.
They were typically cut into round cabochons to enhance their luminosity and placed in the
center of rings or brooches, but the most defining use of garnets in the early medieval period was
their use in cloisonné decoration on all types of jewelry as well as on everything from weaponry
to ecclesiastical items. This metalwork technique involved creating compartments with wire or
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John D. Rouse, Garnet (London: Butterworths, 1986), 4.
Noël Adams, “The Garnet Millennium: The Role of Seal Stones in Garnet Studies,” in 'Gems of Heaven': Recent
Research on Engraved Gemstones in Late Antiquity, c. AD 200-600, eds. Chris Entwistle and Noël Adams (London:
The British Museum, 2012), 10.
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thin strips of metal soldered to the surface of a metal base object. The compartments were then
filled with enamel, cut gemstones or glass, or various other materials to create an image or
pattern. The production of garnet cloisonné began in the third century BCE in the Black Sea
region, following the discovery that the stones could be split into thin plates.3
Garnets were widely available in medieval Europe and abundant in comparison to rarer
and more exotic gemstones, but their predominance in art objects was not solely a result of their
availability. They held specific meaning to medieval Christians, who were influenced by the
gemstone lore that survived from ancient writers and the religious significance attached to
precious stones by the Romans and by the pagan cults of the Migration period.
In this thesis I will argue that early medieval garnet jewelry functioned as personal
symbols of Christian faith for the living and gained additional meaning when deposited as grave
goods in Christian burials. To demonstrate this, I will primarily focus on examples of Frankish
jewelry and objects from the Merovingian and early Carolingian Periods, from the middle of the
fifth century to the beginning of the ninth century CE. This period is significant in the history of
Christian Europe, as it was the founder of the Merovingian dynasty, Clovis I (c. 466–511 CE),
who first united the chieftains of the Frankish tribes under his own singular rule and
subsequently chose to turn away from the pagan mythology of the Franks to be baptized as a
Catholic. That event triggered a mass conversion to Catholicism among the Frankish people.4
During this period, the Franks were a cultural group working to define their newly adopted faith
through visual identity and the formation of unified religious rituals.

Birgit Arrhenius, “Garnet Jewelry of the Fifth and Sixth Centuries,” in In From Attila to Charlemagne: Arts of the
Early Medieval Period in The Metropolitan Museum of Art, eds. Katherine Reynolds Brown, Dafydd Kidd and
Charles T Little (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000), 214.
4
Richard Fletcher, The Barbarian Conversion (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1997), 103-104.
3
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In the first chapter I will provide an overview of the scientific knowledge and symbolic
interpretation of red gemstones by Greek and Roman authors, followed by the references in
Christian scripture and the interpretations of early Christian writers. Additionally, I will discuss
the symbolism of gems in the pagan religions that preceded the adoption of Christianity by the
Franks. The second chapter will focus on jewelry in the everyday dress of the Frankish people as
well as the use of garnets in the decoration of ecclesiastical items. In the final chapter I will
discuss the use of garnet items as grave goods and the symbolic relationship between garnets and
Christian funerary rites.
In modern gemstone classification, “garnet” does not refer to a unique species of mineral
but instead to a group of mineral species in the same family. The many distinct species of garnet
are grouped together based on their general chemical makeup and similarity of physical
properties. The basic chemical formula of a garnet is typically an aluminum or iron silicate,
meaning a mineral that has a base of silicone and oxygen most commonly combined with
aluminum or iron. The variations in species are caused when the metal silicate base is combined
with an additional element such as magnesium, manganese, iron or calcium, or a combination of
any of those elements. The number of potential chemical combinations could theoretically
produce as many as sixty species, however only twenty species have been definitively
discovered. Of these twenty species known to exist, only five are naturally found in commercial
quantities. These species are pyrope, almandine, spessartite, grossular, and andradite.5
Garnets most commonly occur in dodecahedron formations, twelve-sided crystals with
four faces, trapezohedron crystals, with twenty-four sides and eight faces, or less commonly in
completely cubic crystals. They do not have distinct cleavage, meaning that when broken they do

5
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not split along distinct planes but instead form irregular, sharp pieces. Their lustre is typically
either vitreous, appearing transparent or glassy, or resinous, resembling amber or smooth plastic.
The hardness of garnets ranges from a 6.5 to 7.5 on the Mohs scale of mineral hardness, meaning
that while garnets are hard and are not easily scratched or broken, they are softer than
comparable red stones such as spinel, which can range between 7.5-8, or the much harder ruby at
9.0. Garnets are soft enough to be engraved, but hard enough that when crushed into a powder
they can be used as an abrasive to smooth or polish surfaces. Garnet is used in the present as an
industrial abrasive, and in antiquity it was used to polish onyx, agate, and carnelian.6
The most notable difference between garnet species is the range of color in which they
occur. Although the rich red color is what made the stone popular for use in jewelry and the
decorative arts, garnet occurs in every color except blue. The characteristic shades of deep red
and purple are found in the almandine and pyrope varieties. Grossular and andradite occur in a
range of orange, yellow, green, and brown; a rare variety of grossular garnets can be completely
colorless. Spessartine is typically found in shades of orange and red orange, sometimes with a
pink tone.7 I will primarily focus on almandine and pyrope, the deep red stones which are so
abundant in Merovingian jewelry. Garnets in colors other than red and red violet were thought to
be a separate kind of gemstone, as color was the primary characteristic used to distinguish gems
before the modern scientific understanding of minerals was developed.8
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Birgit Arrhenius, Merovingian Garnet Jewellery (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1985), 23.
Rouse, Garnet, 26.
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The classification of minerals based on the observation of their chemical composition became possible in the
eighteenth century, and the geoscience field of gemology began developing in the late nineteenth century. For a
discussion on the efforts of historians to relate the descriptions of gemstones by classical authors to modern mineral
categories see Lisbet Thoresen, “Archaeogemmology and Ancient Literary Sources on Gems and Their Origins,” in
Gemstones in the First Millennium AD: Mines, Trade, Workshops and Symbolism, ed. Alexandra Hilgner, Susanne
Greiff, and Dieter Quast, (Mainz: Römisch-Germanischen Zentralmuseums, 2017), 156-59.
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Many scholars have attempted to determine where garnets were sourced from in the early
medieval period, through both the examination of medieval and ancient sources as well as
through scientific analyses of samples from medieval jewelry. This question is complicated by
the fact that garnets are one of the most commonly occurring minerals on Earth and occur on
every continent. The abundance of garnet, and the essentially limitless number of potential
mining sources in the world, makes identifying the sources of individual stones with absolute
certainty a difficult task.9 A scientific examination of the chemical structure of twelve pieces of
Merovingian jewelry from the royal tombs in Saint-Denis identified five different types of
garnet, each likely representing a different deposit source.10 Comparisons to other medieval
garnets with known sources revealed that the Saint-Denis gems were comparable to those from
sources in India, Sri Lanka, and possibly Bohemia.11 Examination of over four hundred loose
garnets from the fifth century CE found in Romania also pointed to sources in India and Sri
Lanka, with potential sources also in Bohemia and Africa.12 The Indian and African sources are
corroborated by ancient writers,13 to be discussed in the next chapter. Several researchers have
speculated that the Merovingian Franks began more widely utilizing Bohemian sources starting
in the mid-seventh century to the eighth century.14

T. Calligaro et al., “Combined External-Beam PIXE and μ-Raman Characterisation of Garnets used in
Merovingian Jewellery,” Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section B: Beam Interactions with
Materials and Atoms 189, no. 1-4 (2002): 321.
10
Ibid, 323.
11
Ibid, 326.
12
R. Bugoi, et al., IBA Investigations of Loose Garnets from Pietroasa, Apahida and Cluj-Someşeni Treasures (5th
Century AD) Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section B: Beam Interactions with Materials
and Atoms 371 (2016): 404-5.
13
Arrhenius, Merovingian Garnet Jewellery, 23-25.
14
Helena Hamerow, “The Circulation of Garnets in the North Sea Zone,” in Gemstones in the First Millennium AD:
Mines, Trade, Workshops and Symbolism, eds. Alexandra Hilgner, Susanne Greiff, and Dieter Quast, (Mainz:
Römisch-Germanischen Zentralmuseums, 2017), 77; Arrhenius, “Garnet Jewelry of the Fifth and Sixth Centuries,”
220.
9
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The most complete examination of Merovingian garnet jewelry was written by Swedish
archaeologist Birgit Arrhenius. In Merovingian Garnet Jewellery, published in 1985, she
provides an overview of the physical properties of the stone and descriptions of red gems in
classical sources as well as some discussion of the social significance of garnet goods in
Frankish society. Arrhenius is primarily concerned with the physical construction of garnet
cloisonné brooches and buckles, and extensively covers each step in the process, from the
methods of gem cutting to the setting design and regional styles of goldsmiths. Merovingian
Garnet Jewellery is an in-depth review of the species of garnet used in Merovingian jewelry and
the designs of brooches and decorative objects. The majority of the text is devoted to the
physical characteristics and technical creation of jewelry. Overall, it is an excellent summary of
the production of garnet jewelry in goldsmithing workshops and the use and distribution of
jewelry through Merovingian territories.
The primary focus of Merovingian Garnet Jewellery, however, is the aesthetic design and
construction process of garnet cloisonné in this period. Arrhenius’ discussion of the social or
religious significance of garnet jewelry is limited. Although her consideration of red gemstones
in classical and medieval sources is brief but informative—she neatly demonstrates that ancient
gemstones called carbuncle and anthrax are almost certainly the mineral garnet—Arrhenius only
notes the purported supernatural qualities of garnets when they are mentioned by an ancient
source such as Pliny the Elder, who wrote than carbuncles gave off a brilliant internal light and
heat, stating that “wax, if sealed with these stones, in the shade even, will melt.”15 She
acknowledges that medieval lapidaries focus on the “magical concepts” associated with precious

15

Arrhenius, Merovingian Garnet Jewellery, 196; Pliny the Elder, Naturalis historia, ed. and trans. John Bostock
(London: Taylor and Francis, 1855) 37.25.
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stones but does not discuss the medieval writing on this topic or include any list of medieval
sources. The only early medieval source mentioned by name is Epiphanius who is only quoted in
reference to the geographic origin of the stones he calls carbuncle, despite having written a
considerable amount on their magical properties. Both the classical and early medieval sources
on gemstones will be examined in the first chapter.
When discussing the social implications of garnet jewelry Arrhenius makes references to
the potential use of jewelry in Christian missionary activity, the exchange of jewelry as part of a
Christian marriage ceremony, or the relationship of gems to pagan deities, but does not expand
on any of these topics. The social meaning of jewelry in Merovingian Garnet Jewellery is limited
to viewing jewelry as symbols of political or social status and wealth. There are ecclesiastic
objects included in Merovingian Garnet Jewellery, but Arrhenius focuses on technical aspects of
their decoration instead of any religious symbolism.
Another comprehensive source on garnet is John D. Rouse’s 1986 book Garnet. Rouse
compiles references to precious stones in classical and historical texts in the first chapter and
discusses ancient mines and trade sources. Rouse spends more time on his discussion of classical
and even medieval sources than Arrhenius, although he also avoids a detailed discussion of their
supposed magical or spiritual properties. Garnet does not delve deeply into the cultural or
religious significance of the titular stone; the primary focus is scientific and does not discuss the
artistic application of garnets with any detail. Rouse’s strength is in his comprehensive
explanation of the various mineral species and their distinctive physical and chemical
characteristics, as well as the modern and historic locations of garnet mines.
A more recent study of garnets is Noël Adams’ article “The Garnet Millenium: The Role
of Seal Stones in Garnet Studies,” published in 2011. “The Garnet Millenium” offers a history of
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garnet use in seal stones, jewelry, and other decorative applications in the centuries prior to the
early medieval period. Adams discusses the use of garnet intaglios from the late fourth century
BCE to the sixth century CE. A section of the article is devoted to examining the identifications
of red gemstones in ancient texts, primarily citing Theophrastus’ and Pliny’s writing on the topic.
The ancient sources are compared with studies done of the ancient gemstones in museum
collections, demonstrating that the red gemstones available to ancient writers were most likely
garnets.
The primary sources consulted on Merovingian burials and funerary customs are two
books by Bonnie Effros, Caring for Body and Soul (2002) and Merovingian Mortuary
Archaeology (2003) as well as Bailey K. Young’s Merovingian Funeral Rites and the Evolution
of Christianity (1975). Effros’ Merovingian Mortuary Archaeology provides a history of the
archeological and historical study of Merovingian cemeteries and funeral customs. Effros
provides insight into the biases and prejudices of earlier historians that colored the way physical
and textual evidence was interpreted and presented. She also discusses the problems inherent in
the study of mortuary archaeology; including the decomposition of remains and grave goods,
grave robbery, relocation, or reuse by subsequent cultures, and the careless treatment of
excavation sites. Grave goods and other burial customs are also discussed, and prior scholarly
theories on these topics are reviewed for their accuracy or flaws.
Caring for Body and Soul provides a much more in-depth look at the cultural and
symbolic significance of clothing the dead for burial and the inclusion of burial goods. This book
is less preoccupied with the archaeological study of physical cemetery sites and more concerned
with the Christian methods and attitudes towards burials and funerary services. Effros’
discussion of the clergy’s influence and regulation, or lack thereof, on lay burials throughout the
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Merovingian period is particularly useful. Though the inclusion and significance of grave goods
as an aspect of Merovingian burial is a primary topic, there is little discussion of the significance
assigned to specific types of items.
Young’s Merovingian Funeral Rites and the Evolution of Christianity is an extremely
comprehensive look at the transition from the pagan funerary rituals practiced by the Franks
prior to their conversion to a more Christianized funerary culture. Young compiles a detailed
collection of historical documents and archaeological records to examine Merovingian funerary
practices and contextualize them with their Roman, Catholic, and Germanic pagan influences.
The amount of historical and archeological information packed into Merovingian Funeral Rites
makes it an essential source on the topic. Young presents the types of grave goods found in
burials dating from third-century CE Roman graves through the beginning of the Carolingian
empire in the eighth century side by side with the major historical events and cultural shifts of
the corresponding centuries, showing the timeline of Roman and Germanic pagan influences on
Christian Frankish burials. Young poses the question of why a Christian society would have a
strong grave goods culture, and comes to the conclusion that the clergy did not see the pagan
culture of grave goods as a threat to their power and left it alone until the later seventh or eighth
century when the Church decided to take control of the funerary culture in order to make a more
consistently Christian in a society that was less tolerant of traditions with pagan roots.
This thesis will argue that the Church’s disinterest in the funerary choices of the laity did
not necessarily mean that these choices were not made with religious intent. The jewelry worn
during a person’s life likely had symbolic meaning beyond signifying personal wealth and status.
A rich tradition of gemstone lore passed from classical writers to the early medieval period, and
Christian interpretations were added over time to the existing knowledge of gems. The

9

symbolism and magical properties associated with red gemstones would have added personal
value to wearing garnet jewelry, as the meaning and potential benefits would be transferred to
the wearer. This would remain true for jewelry that transitioned from being worn as an aspect of
an individual’s wardrobe to being used as a grave good. The meaning attached to wearing a
garnet would not suddenly stop existing once the gemstone was placed into a new context; any
new meaning gained from the change in use would supplement rather than supplant the original
symbolism. For that reason, garnet jewelry would have retained its religious symbolism for
Christians during their life and after their death.

10

Chapter 1. Garnet in Classical and Early Medieval Texts
To gain a clear image of how the garnet was viewed in Europe during the first
millennium it is necessary to trace the various interpretations back to the earliest discussions of
gems. Surviving lapidary texts date to the fourth century BCE and doubtless were inspired by
even older works that have been lost. While this means that we have records of the various
medicinal and spiritual usages of gemstones from two thousand years, creating a timeline of the
practical applications and symbolism of garnets is not as simple as reading a succession of
lapidaries. Many lapidary works written in the classical period of ancient Greece have been lost
entirely, and while those that survived are accessible to a modern reader, they were not
necessarily known during the early medieval period.
Today we know that garnet is distinct from ruby (red corundum) or spinel, although
similar in appearance. We have the technology today to identify minerals and examine
characteristics like chemical composition and crystalline structure. But before the development
of these scientific techniques, gemstone taxonomy was limited to describing features that were
observable to the naked eye. For an ancient or medieval writer compiling a lapidary, the only
thing separating one red stone from another might be qualities such as its hardness or its
properties when subjected to environmental changes like heat or water. Without the use of a
microscope it would be difficult even for a modern viewer to differentiate between a garnet and
similarly colored ruby or spinel.
The English word ‘garnet’ itself is relatively modern, derived from the Middle English
word gernet or granate, which in turn came from the Old French grenate, from pomegranate.
Marbode of Rennes in his late eleventh-century lapidary Liber de Lapidibus describes a stone
called hyacinth as being the color of pomegranate. In the thirteenth century Albertus Magnus
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describes a variety of carbuncle called granatus, although Dorothy Wyckoff points out in her
translation notes that Albertus is mistakenly quoting from a passage about red-colored hyacinth
from a pseudo-Aristotelian lapidary.16 Before garnet there are two primary terms originating in
ancient texts that are generally accepted by scholars to refer to garnets and other transparent red
gems: the Greek term anthrax (άνθραξ), meaning glowing coal or ember, and the Latin
carbunculus, or carbuncle, which similarly refers to a burning coal.17 Both terms reflect the
properties ascribed to red garnets by ancient commentators: their brilliant red hues, flashing or
glowing inner fire, and imperviousness to flame itself. At some point the word carbuncle became
associated specifically with cabochon-cut stones,18 but ancient and early medieval mineralogical
texts do not typically refer to specific cuts when discussing carbuncle, only to the stone itself. It
is possible that the association simply came from the tendency for large garnets to be cut into a
cabochon shape to enhance their lustre, deep color, or the presence of a star, or asterism, in the
gem (see Fig. 1Error! Reference source not found.- the larger of the two mounts has a garnet
cabochon at its center with a prominent asterism).
Translations and commentaries on ancient texts have frequently assumed that anthrax and
carbunculus were categories that covered several red gemstones other than garnet, and while it
would be inaccurate to state with certainty that these terms exclusively referred to garnet, there is
evidence that writers in the ancient world would have had limited, if any, actual encounters with
ruby or spinel. In a study of approximately 1,100 intaglios and cameos from eleven museum
collections in Europe and the United States, Lisbet Thoresen identified a tendency towards the
misidentification of certain gems, with the most frequently misidentified gem being garnet
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Albertus Magnus, De Mineralibus, trans. Dorothy Wyckoff (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), 78.
Noël Adams, “Carbunculus Ardens: The Garnet on the Narses Cross in Context,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 69
(2015): 152.
18
Arthur Harden, “The Carbuncle in Medieval Literature,” Romance Notes 2, no. 1 (1960): 58.
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mistaken for ruby. With very few exceptions that have been confirmed to be ruby, ancient gems
published as rubies invariably turn out to be garnets when examined scientifically. Additionally,
no examples of spinel were identified during the survey. Thoresen theorizes that genuine ruby
and spinel would have been exceedingly rare, and it would have been unlikely for naturalists to
encounter any prior to the sixth century CE.19 Ruby and spinel can be found in modern-day
Afghanistan, which theoretically would have been able to supply the classical world, but the
small number of known examples implies that they were not being mined in large numbers at the
time.20 The few known rubies may represent lucky finds, such as small gem deposits unearthed
while mining stone quarries.21 The predominance of garnets over the other red gems in this time
period suggests that while ancient writers may have been aware that there were a variety of red
gemstones, much of the knowledge transmitted in lapidary texts was likely based on first hand
examination of garnets and second hand knowledge of scarcer gems.
The growing trade with India in the medieval period would have brought ruby and spinel
to Europe in greater numbers,22 although both would have remained rarer than garnet. The
earliest textual evidence of a distinction between spinel and ruby is found in eleventh-century
Arabic scientific texts.23 Through the early medieval period red gemstones were commonly
grouped together, as seen in Isidore of Seville’s seventh-century Etymologiae which classified all
translucent red gems as carbuncle. The Merovingians would likely have continued to think of the
three minerals as variations of the same gemstone, carbuncle, and not as distinct gems.

Thoresen, “Archaeogemmology and Ancient Literary Sources on Gems and Their Origins,” 166-179.
Ibid, 172.
21
Ibid, 189.
22
Arrhenius, Merovingian Garnet Jewellery, 25-26.
23
George Rapp, Archaeomineralogy, Natural Science in Archaeology (Berlin: Springer, 2009), 115.
19
20
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Early medieval gemstone lore can for the most part be neatly divided into two traditions:
encyclopedic works that were concerned with cataloguing the medicinal or physical
characteristics of gems and the biblical exegesis of Christian writers discussing the jewels listed
in scripture. According to Peter Kitson the three primary encyclopedic sources of gemological
information available in early medieval Europe were Pliny the Elder’s Naturalis historia, Gaius
Julius Solinus’ Collectanea rerum memorabilium, and Isidore of Seville’s Etymologiae.24 Of the
three only Pliny and Isidore discuss carbuncle in depth, with Solinus making only a few
references to carbuncle in relation to geography or the properties of other stones. Solinus was
known to directly copy from Pliny, and Collectanea Rerum Memorabilium itself was widely
copied by later writers.25 Pliny methodically cites his sources by name, bringing the ideas of
ancient writers to the medieval period when the works of his sources were yet to be rediscovered.
Two of Pliny’s primary sources of information are Aristotle and Theophrastus, who both wrote
mineralogical texts in the fourth century BCE.

I. Carbuncle and Anthrax in Classical and Early Medieval Lapidaries
Aristotle authored Meteorology (Μετεωρολογικά), a treatise on the four elements of the
observable world as they were understood in Aristotle’s time: earth, air, water, and fire.
Meteorology is the sum of Aristotle’s knowledge of the earth sciences, with observations
regarding the atmosphere, bodies of water, and the physical nature of the earth itself, including
observations of weather phenomena like thunderstorms and tornadoes, oceanic tides, and seismic
activity, as well as detailed descriptions of the mutability of various materials when subjected to

Peter Kitson, “Lapidary Traditions in Anglo-Saxon England: Part I, the Background; the Old English Lapidary,”
Anglo-Saxon England 7 (1978): 11.
25
Edward Grant, Physical Science in the Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 8.
24
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conditions such as heat, destructive force, and moisture. Meteorology has the earliest known
reference to the gemstone called anthrax.26 In a passage detailing the combustibility of various
materials Aristotle makes a singular reference to anthrax, which he describes as being the least
susceptible to fire of all precious stones.27 Aristotle does not describe any of the other physical
properties of anthrax aside from its resistance to heat. He notes that anthrax is a seal stone, which
gives us some clue as to which stone he is referring. Given that ruby and spinel are both too hard
to have been engraved with the technology available in Aristotle’s time, it is likely that Aristotle
was not referring to them but instead to garnet.28
Following Aristotle’s brief introduction of anthrax is his contemporary and successor
Theophrastus, who was similarly interested in the natural world. Theophrastus occupies a place
at the very beginning of Western lapidary tradition with his treatise On Stones (Περὶ λίθων).
Dating to around 315 BCE, the lack of known or surviving mineralogical catalogs predating On
Stones leaves Theophrastus’ work to be regularly considered the first proper lapidary.29 In his
text Theophrastus catalogues some forty varieties of stones, ores, and gems according to their
observable physical qualities. On Stones is significant for its systematic and scientific approach
to mineralogy, as Theophrastus is critical of information that he has not personally verified, and
he primarily avoids discussions of the mythological or supernatural qualities of minerals.

Theophrastus, Περὶ λίθων, ed. and trans. Earle R. Caley and John F. C. Richards (Columbus, OH: Ohio State
University Press, 1956), 89.
27
Aristotle, Μετεωρολογικά, ed. and trans. T. E. Page, et al. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1952), IV
387b.
28
Arrhenius, Merovingian Garnet Jewellery, 23.
29
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Theophrastus describes anthrax as a red stone imported from Carthage and Massalia30
which was primarily used for cutting seal stones.31 Both spinel and ruby were too hard to have
been engraved with the technology available during Theophrastus’ time, indicating that he is
describing garnet.32 Echoing Aristotle, Theophrastus mentions the incombustibility of anthrax,
which at first glance would seem to suggest that anthrax represents corundum rather than garnet,
as corundum has a much higher melting point and could not be combusted using techniques
known in Ancient Greece, such as with the use of a blow pipe. According to Rouse,
Theophrastus is not saying that anthrax is not combustible with the use of a blowpipe or other
methods, he is instead remarking that the gemstone does not burn in a common fire unlike
charcoal, known by the same name, which does. Theophrastus finds the differences between the
two cognominal stones somewhat paradoxical, as one burns in fire and the other resists fire and
burns with an inner light.33 Theophrastus fittingly describes the stone as having the appearance
of a burning coal when held up toward the sun.
Following his description of anthrax from Carthage and Massalia, Theophrastus
complicates matters somewhat by describing another incombustible stone, which he also calls
anthrax, that is sourced from Miletus. More attention is given to the physical structure of this
stone than the previously discussed variety of anthrax. It is described as angular and formed into
hexagonal shapes. Theophrastus compares it to a stone called adamas (probably diamond),
which has similar properties. The lack of further elaboration on this second type of anthrax
makes identification of the mineral somewhat more difficult. In Caley and Richard’s
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commentary of On Stones they suggest that the anthrax from Miletus was likely to be spinel, as
they note that both garnet and spinel can occur with hexagonal forms. Additionally, they believe
adamas, a general term used to refer to particularly hard minerals, refers to a type of corundum
called emery which is a mixture of minerals that frequently contains spinel. They posit that the
existence of large emery deposits in Asia Minor, relatively close to Miletus, supports the
identification of this type of anthrax as spinel. Theophrastus’ usage of the name anthrax for both
stones is likely related to their shared red color and his comparison of the Miletus anthrax to
adamas is probably due to their notable hardness.34
Arrhenius thinks that the identification of Miletus anthrax as spinel is unlikely, as spinel
crystals are cubic rather than hexagonal. She notes that garnet crystals are never hexagonal, but
that agglomerates of crystal within garnet can take on hexagonal forms. She believes that Miletus
anthrax is also not ruby, as the only source of rubies found in antiquity was India. Instead it is
possible that Theophrastus was referring to the usage of crushed garnets as a polishing powder
which is why he related Miletus anthrax to adamas, several varieties of which are described by
Pliny as being able to polish or cut other stones.35
Pliny the Elder’s Naturalis historia, written in the first century CE, draws heavily from
Aristotle and Theophrastus’ discussions of anthrax. Pliny discusses twelve varieties of a red
stone he calls carbunculus, meaning burning coal, and acknowledges that there is nothing more
difficult than distinguishing between them.36 Pliny considers them distinct stones due to
variations in hue, clarity, and origin, describing some types of carbunculus as having a violet tint,
others as having no lustre at all, and some varieties which appear mottled with white spots.
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According to Pliny, carbunculus was sourced from India and Asia Minor (the variety of stone
called Alabandic) as well as from locations of the African continent such as Carthage
(Carchedonian), Ethiopia, and modern-day Libya (Garamantic). The Indian and Ethiopian stones
have a weak lustre, while the Carchedonian stones are “swarthy” in appearance and have the
most intense brilliance of all carbunculus varieties when exposed to the sun. It is likely that the
stones Pliny describes include multiple varieties of garnets in addition to spinel and ruby,
although it is unclear how much of his knowledge is based on firsthand experience or gleaned
from secondhand accounts. What the varieties of carbunculus have in common is a brilliancy
comparable to fire itself. The stones are also noted to be resistant to fire and do not melt when
heated, leading them to also be called acaustoi, meaning ‘incombustible.’
Pliny outlines a classification system for carbunculus that is not discussed by Aristotle
and Theophrastus. He sorts carbunculus into two grades of stones: male and female. Male stones
are more brilliant and striking, whereas female stones are not as bright. The male stones also
show variations in the quality of their internal fire, “some, again, are of a darker hue, or else have
their brilliancy more deeply seated, and shine with a more powerful lustre than others when
viewed in the sun.” Of the variations Pliny states that the amethyst-colored stones are the most
valuable and the next best are stones with a feathery internal radiance, possibly referring to the
cloudy interior some garnets can have.
Isidore of Seville’s seventh-century CE encyclopedia Etymologiae was a more
contemporary, and highly regarded, source of mineralogical knowledge in the early medieval
period.37 Etymologiae represents the first effort of a Christian writer to compile the sum of all
knowledge into a text. Isidore is a critical source for medieval knowledge on gemstones. As he
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compiled information from classical writers, he ensured that their ideas were accessible for
scholars in the medieval period. Isidore’s works spread rapidly through Europe, and his wide
readership established him as one of the most influential sources of classical knowledge.
Etymologiae represents a continuation of the ancient encyclopedic tradition of compiling
knowledge as seen in the previous works by Aristotle, Theophrastus, and Pliny, and was a
starting point for the medieval compilations that came after.38 As his writing was so popular, it
can be assumed that anything Isidore said on the subject of gemstones was common medieval
knowledge.
Like Solinus, Isidore draws heavily from Pliny as a source for his work. Interestingly,
Isidore does not include carbuncle in the expected chapter of his work concerning red gemstones
but places it in an entirely distinct category he calls “fiery gems.” The stones included in the
section titled “red gems” include opaque red stones such as carnelian and sardonyx as well as
non-mineral, organic materials like coral and amber. “Fiery gems” comprises a list of primarily
translucent gems that have some visual relation to fire, such as red or orange tones, internal
flames and sparks, or the ability to cast light.
Of fiery gems, carbuncle is the most valuable and the highest in rank. Isidore notes that it
is called carbunculus in Latin because it is fiery, like a coal, and for the same reason it is called
anthrax in Greek. In addition to its burning appearance the carbuncle is known to emit such great
quantities of light in the darkness that it appears to be “casting its flames up to the eye.”39 Isidore
echoes Pliny’s assertion in Naturalis historia that there are twelve distinct varieties of carbuncle.
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While all carbuncles are a fiery red in color, Isidore clarifies that it is only carbuncles of the
highest quality that can shine brightly in the dark.
To summarize the secular knowledge of carbuncle available in the early medieval period,
carbuncle or carbunculus, known to the Greeks as anthrax, was a transparent red gem named for
its resemblance to a burning coal. Theophrastus, Pliny, and Isidore all agree that carbuncle was
found in Africa and Asia Minor, with Pliny adding that carbuncle could be found in India. This
matches the modern geological knowledge that garnets can be found in Asia Minor, India, and
Africa.40 The carbuncle is also described as being unaffected by fire, which Arrhenius notes is
not completely true of garnets. Garnets do melt if they are heated to temperatures over 800-900
degrees Celsius, temperatures that fire can easily reach. Garnets are unaffected at lower
temperatures of 400-500 degrees, although those that are richer in iron may develop patches of
discoloration.41 Arrhenius believes that the reference in ancient texts to the gemstone’s ability to
withstand fire is related to known techniques of cleaving garnets by heating them. This
technique, which can be used to create flat plates like those used in cloisonné work, was known
in ancient Greece, although relief cut gems were preferred in Hellenistic art and techniques that
produced convex or concave stones with greater reflectivity and luminosity were used more
often than cleaving garnets to produce flat stones.42 The classical writers often repeated
information that was not entirely scientific, such as the internal light and bright glow of the
carbuncle, but for the most part provided information that was thought of as factual rather than
metaphorical.
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Although Isidore was a Christian writer and included some Christian commentary in
several sections of his Etymologiae, his discussion of gemstones lacks references to Christian
scripture or symbolism. His writing on carbuncle is mostly scientific, with only a short reference
to the ability of carbuncle to shine in the darkness. For this reason, I am grouping his work with
the earlier classical writers, as his writing on gemstones is more similar to the previously
discussed natural history texts than to the works in the next section, which rely heavily on
scriptural references.
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II. Carbuncle in Scripture and Christian Lapidaries
Early Christian writers took what was known about gemstones from the surviving
knowledge of classical writers and applied it to their knowledge of scripture. Instead of being
concerned with the compilation of scientific facts, Christian writers were interested in examining
the gemstones mentioned in the Bible and expanding on their symbolic meaning and relationship
to religion. Gemstones feature prominently in several passages of the Bible. Peter Kitson outlines
the three major lists of jewels found in scripture: the twelve stones on the high priest’s
breastplate representing the tribes of Israel in Exodus 28:17-20, the nine stones that decorated the
prince of Tyre when he was in the paradise of God found in Ezekiel 28:13, and the twelve
foundations of the holy city as they are listed in Revelation 21:19-20.43 Of these, carbuncle is
mentioned in Exodus and Ezekiel. The majority of the discussion by Christian writers on the
topic of gems relate to these lists.44
The spiritual symbolism of nature and its connection to the word of God was of great
interest to early Christian writers. Determined to gain the most complete understanding of
scripture possible, these Christian writers turned to classical knowledge of stones for insight into
their qualities.45 Noël Adams points to a passage in Augustine’s De doctrina Christiana which
argues that a complete knowledge of the various animals, plants, and minerals of the natural
world was necessary to fully understand their reference in scripture:
Just as a knowledge of the habits of the snake clarifies the many analogies involving this
animal regularly given in scripture, so too an ignorance of the numerous animals
mentioned no less frequently in an analogy is a great hindrance to understanding. The
same is true of stones, herbs, and anything that has roots. Even a knowledge of the
carbuncle, a stone which shines in the dark, explains many obscure passages in scripture
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where it is used in an analogy; and ignorance of the beryl and adamant often closes the
door to understanding. 46
Augustine uses the carbuncle to illustrate his point that knowledge of the properties of stones is
needed to fully understand their meaning in scripture. A reader unfamiliar with the carbuncle’s
supposed ability to shine with an internal light even in darkness would not understand its
symbolic significance in the Bible as a representation of the divine word of God, or as a symbol
of Christ’s sacrifice. The analysis of gemstones became important for writers looking to provide
biblical commentary and interpretation to their audience.
The earliest known lapidary work specifically discussing a Christian topic is Epiphanius
of Salamis’ De gemmis, or Concerning the Twelve Stones, dating to around 394 CE.47 De gemmis
survives in fragments in Latin, Syriac, Coptic, Armenian, and, finally, in Georgian, which is the
most complete. The text focuses on the twelve gems set into the high priest’s breastplate as
described in Exodus:
It shall be foursquare and doubled: it shall be the measure of a span both in length and in
breadth. And thou shalt set in it four rows of stones: in the first row shall be a sardius
stone, and a topaz, and an emerald: In the second a carbuncle, a sapphire and a jasper. In
the third a ligurius, an agate, and an amethyst: In the fourth a chrysolite, an onyx, and a
beryl. They shall be set in gold by their rows.48
The identities of the twelve gems have spawned a great deal of discourse as the meanings of gem
names used changed over time and through the translations of Hebrew, Greek, and Latin. The
first stone of the second row is carbunculus in the Vulgate and anthrax in the Septuagint. The
Latin translation of De gemmis uses the term carbunculo.49 Epiphanius likens carbuncle to fire
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with a variety of illustrative phrases, claiming that from afar it shines like a lamp, is as radiant as
a burning furnace, and it is like a spark freshly fallen from the fire.
Epiphanius’ description of the stones on the breastplate of the high priest is essential to
understanding the Christian context of the carbuncle. He writes that the fourth stone on the
breastplate, placed first in the second row, represents the tribe of Judah. As Christ was descended
from the lineage of the tribe of Judah, a stone chosen to symbolize the tribe would be considered
a symbol for Christ himself.50 Carbuncle, described by Epiphanius as “wholly the color of
blood,” is further related to Christ through his sacrifice of “the blood of the only begotten son of
God” through which all nations were saved. In Christel Meier’s discussion on Epiphanius in
Gemma spiritalis she writes that the carbuncle combines the association between the tribe of
Judah and Christ with the redemption and enlightenment of the world, with the common aspect
being the fiery glow of the stone.51
The similarity of carbuncle to a burning coal is also given a Christian interpretation in De
gemmis. The book of Isaiah uses the imagery of a burning coal in the description of the calling of
the prophet to be a messenger of God:
And I said: Woe is me, because I have held my peace; because I am a man of unclean
lips, and I dwell in the midst of a people that hath unclean lips, and I have seen with my
eyes the King the Lord of hosts. And one of the seraphims flew to me, and in his hand
was a live coal, which he had taken with the tongs off the altar. And he touched my
mouth, and said: Behold this hath touched thy lips, and thy iniquities shall be taken away,
and thy sin shall be cleansed.52
Epiphanius says that the fiery color and nature of the carbuncle symbolize the very coal that the
seraph took from the altar. The coal itself represents the word of God, and the act of taking
God’s blessings into one’s body and life. Epiphanius claims in De gemmis that when one drinks
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the ground dust or shavings of a carbuncle their “soul is awakened to just words” and anyone
who holds the gem in their mouth will dispense honorable judgments.53 Meier describes this as
being a medical-magical aspect of the carbuncle, as the magical properties of the stone are
activated when it is ingested. Meier applies the medical-magical aspect to Epiphanius’
interpretation of the altar’s coal as a carbuncle. As one can ingest or hold a carbuncle in the
mouth to gain its powers, Isaiah needed the coal/carbuncle to touch his lips before he was able to
use its power of honorable judgement to spread God’s word effectively.54
Jerome provides a more physical interpretation of the coal from the altar of God in
Isaiah’s vision. He believes that the word anthrax when used in this context does not mean a
literal burning coal as many imagine, but the gemstone carbuncle. Carbuncle to Jerome is “the
color of flame” and the altar of God is decorated with carbuncles “capable of purging sin” that
make it seem as though it is burning.55 Carbuncle as a representation of fire capable of purging
sin becomes especially relevant in the context of the afterlife, as medieval Christians believed
that minor sins committed during life were purged in a fiery purgatory before the soul was
accepted into Heaven at the time of the Final Judgment. I will expand on this further in the last
chapter where I discuss carbuncles as Christian grave goods.
Marcia Kupfer examines the purification of Isaiah in her analysis of the Romanesque
Frescoes at the late eleventh or early twelfth century church of Saint Martin at Nohant-Vicq.
Mostly faithful to the description of Isaiah’s vision in the Bible (Isaiah 6:5-7), the artist depicts
an angel, substituted for the seraph, holding the offered coal out to Isaiah in his bare hand. This
is a literal interpretation of the event as described in the bible, where the seraph holds the coal in
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his hand after removing it from the alter with forceps. Kupfer points out that the artist made
several artistic choices that emphasized the coal as the focal point of the scene. The lack of
forceps, while true to the text, is a departure from their standard inclusion in other depictions of
the scene.56 Their absence draws the viewer’s attention to the coal itself. To further accentuate
the coal as the focal point of the scene it appears that the artist attached a small, round object to
the fresco within the circumference of the painted coal. The object, which at some point was
detached and lost, was likely a piece of inlaid glass, paste, or metal. The object would have
reflected the light entering through the windows of the church.57 Kupfer cites the monk Herveus
of Délos’ twelfth-century commentary on the Book of Isaiah, which focuses on the coal
presented to Isaiah. Herveus writes that the coal is a portion of the Holy Spirit itself which
purges sin from Isaiah’s speech. Coal represents the divine word as its truth is rigorous and
unyielding, and the shining carbuncle represents the illuminating nature of doctrine.58 While the
Vicq frescoes were painted several centuries after the end of the Merovingian dynasty, they are
an example of the persistence of the carbuncle’s Christian meaning through time. The frescoes
also illustrate the continued mixing of the identity of carbuncle as a live coal and as a gemstone,
for our purposes identified as garnet.
A passage in the second book of Genesis describing Creation and the four rivers flowing
through Eden also invited commentary from early Christian writers. The river Phison is
described in this way:
And a river went out of the place of pleasure to water paradise, which from thence is
divided into four heads. The name of the one is Phison: that is it which compasseth all the
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land of Hevilath, where gold groweth. And the gold of that land is very good: there is
found bdellium, and the onyx stone.59
The Venerable Bede, in his commentary on Genesis remarks that the Latin translation of the
bible uses “bdellium” and “onyx” where the old Greek text had “carbuncle” and “prase,” which
is a type of green stone.60 The Greek translation of the Bible does indeed use anthrax instead of
bdellium, which is not a mineral but instead a type of fragrant resin. Ambrose adds that in the
carbuncle of the river Phison there exists “the vital spark of our souls.”61
In Augustine’s commentary on the same passage of Genesis he writes that the river
Phison, which represents the cardinal virtue of prudence, “has the doctrine of living that shines,
as if purified by fire from all earthly filth, just as the brilliance of a carbuncle is not overcome by
night.”62 This is in line with the ability of carbuncle to bestow honorable judgment and wisdom
as mentioned by Epiphanius in De gemmis. Epiphanius also discusses the connection between
Phison and Christ, stating that Phison means “face of fire” and Christ spread fire and warmth
throughout the world, and purified the world of sin.63 Meier writes that for Epiphanius fire
connects carbuncle to its place of discovery, Phison, and fire meaningfully identifies both with
Christ.64
Francesca Dell’Acqua has pointed out that the eighth-century Frankish monk Ambrosius
Autpertus added his own interpretation to the carbuncle in his commentary on Revelation.
Autpertus described the carbuncle as appearing black until struck with light, which reveals its
internal red color or flame. He wrote that the carbuncle, which resembles coal but gleams in the
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darkness, was a fitting metaphor for the double nature of the Incarnated God. Christ is
simultaneously a divine being without sin, and a human being. Dell’Acqua believes that
Autpertus’ metaphor is not entirely explained by earlier Christian writers but inspired by
Byzantine hymns which use metaphors of light and fire to describe the physical connection
between Christ and Mary, a mortal bridge to the divine.65
The repeated acknowledgement of the lustrous glow of carbuncle by early Christian
writers demonstrates that not only were they familiar with the carbuncle’s association with light
and fire, but that carbuncle’s luminosity made it a meaningful Christian symbol. From these
commentaries, carbuncle was associated with prudence and salvation through Christ due to the
symbolic image of the gem shining in the darkness. The fiery color of carbuncle also led to its
association with the purging of sins. Most importantly, the blood red color of the carbuncle and
its association with the tribe of Judah meant that it was a direct symbol of Christ and his
sacrifice. Meier asserts that descriptions of glowing gemstones like carbuncle are always done in
reference to the surrounding darkness, making the significant aspect of the stone its special
ability to penetrate through darkness with its internal light. Darkness and light are common
themes in the Bible, which writers of biblical exegesis wanted to expand upon. Darkness
becomes a symbol of sin, heresy, misfortune and persecution, and the carbuncle’s ability to cut
through darkness becomes a symbol of humanity’s ability to overcome these things through
Christ.66
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III. Pagan Influence on the Christian Symbolism of Garnets
The Christian interpretation of garnets from the fifth century CE onward was influenced
both by Roman beliefs and the practices of pagan Europe before the Christianization of the Early
Middle Ages. Before the baptism of Clovis I at the behest of his wife Clotilde67 cemented
Catholicism as the primary religion of the Merovingian Dynasty, the Christian Franks that were
not already Catholic practiced Arianism, a doctrine centered on the assertion that Christ is
distinct from God rather than part of the consubstantial trinity. The pagan Franks believed in a
polytheistic mythology that was rooted in Germanic paganism. Very little is known about preChristian Germanic mythology, and the many gods and rituals are known to us only in the most
basic detail.68 We know that the religious practices of the pagan Franks were centered on sacred
spaces in nature, such as trees or rivers, and shrines were erected in these places. Both humans
and animals were sacrificed and presented as offerings to the gods. The primary god, the
omnipotent and omniscient “Allfadir,” was likely known as Wuotan, Wodin, or Odhinn. Freia,
the goddess of love and spring, was a central figure and thought to be Wuotan’s wife. The god of
thunder and weather Donar, or Thor, also figured prominently.69
Clovis was a pagan before his baptism, but there is some evidence that he practiced, or at
least considered, Arianism before choosing Catholicism. Gregory of Tours describes him as “yet
involved in heathen error” in the early years of his reign, and relates that Clotilde disparaged her
husband’s pagan gods as worth nothing more than the stone and wood from which they were
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carved.70 Gregory, writing a century after Clovis’ reign, had few sources to rely upon and likely
wrote the chapters concerning his rule in the History of the Franks with the intention of
promoting him as a noble Christian ancestor and model for contemporary kings.71 A letter from
Bishop Remigius of Rheims to Clovis upon his succession after the death of his father, Childeric
I (c. 437–481 CE), praises the ruler for his humility and explains that his new authority is
evidence of God’s support of his reign. Remigius counsels him to always respect his bishops and
their advice, a surprising suggestion as the letter was sent several years before Remigius himself
would baptize Clovis into the Catholic Church. Remigius’ recommendation that he maintain
friendly relationships with the bishops of his territory either suggests that Remigius sees pagan
rulers as able to coexist with Christianity but not deserving of a place in it,72 or that Remigius
assumes that Clovis already understands, respects and possibly even accepts Christian
practices.73
Clovis’ pagan upbringing and later conversion to Catholicism mirror the Franks during
the Merovingian period: a people undergoing Christianization and adopting the rituals of a new
faith while finding ways to incorporate the old. Christianity was taking hold of the ruling class
and spreading through the rural populations, but many still clung to pagan rituals such as the
veneration of idols or animal sacrifice. Decrees from several of the sixth century Councils of
Orléans, a series of synods initially called by Clovis in 511, warn baptized Christians that they
risk excommunication if they continued to eat meat intended as sacrifices to pagan idols.74 The
Merovingian priest Caesarius of Arles praised the local Christians for being quick to attend
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Church, but lamented that they continued to pray to trees and fountains and build new pagan
shrines.75
The tomb of Clovis’ father Childeric I is an example of a pagan burial predating the
development of Christian burial customs among the Franks. Childeric was a pagan and Clovis’
famous conversion did not take place until 496, over a decade after his father’s death in 481, so
when Clovis buried his father, he was not likely influenced by his later Catholic faith. Childeric’s
undisturbed tomb was discovered in 1653 near the church of Saint-Brice in Tournai during a
restoration of the church.76 Inside the tomb was a hoard of richly decorated objects, including
gold coins, the gold and garnet cloisonné pommel, hilt, and scabbard of a sword, a golden bull’s
head, an assortment of garnet cloisonné buttons and buckles, a crystal ball, and several hundred
golden bees with garnet cloisonné wings that had been fixed to the king’s cloak. The tomb was
identified as Childeric’s resting place by a gold signet ring with an engraved portrait of the late
king and the inscription CHILDERICI REGIS (Error! Reference source not found.). In 1655
Archduke Leopold Wilhelm had the contents of the tomb recorded by the archaeologist JeanJacques Chifflet, who meticulously illustrated each item.77 Chifflet’s illustrations (Error!
Reference source not found.) are vital, as most of the items buried with Childeric were
destroyed when the hoard was stolen in 1831 and melted down by the thieves for gold.
The items in Childeric’s tomb are similar in appearance to the garnet items produced and worn
by Christian Franks, but in Childeric’s pagan grave they hold entirely different meanings. The
broad meanings of red gems among the pagan religions were life and love, and garnets were
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popularly used for relief-cut images of the Greek god Eros and the Egyptian fertility goddess
Isis.78 Arrhenius suggests that Childeric was either a follower of Isis, whose fertility cult was
practiced by Germanic tribes, or a devotee of the Germanic goddess Freia, whose cult took on
many aspects of the cult of Isis. Childeric was buried with a golden ornament in the shape of a
bull’s head, a symbol associated with the worship of Isis that was later adopted by the cult of
Freia.79 Arrhenius believes that the abundance of garnet items in the grave is directly related to
Brísingamen, a mythological necklace, torc, or jeweled collar worn by Freia. She argues that
Brísingamen, described as a flaming jewel, was likely meant to be decorated with anthrax or
carbunculus, and the garnet items in Childeric’s grave would have been meant to recall the image
of the goddess.80 The golden bees with garnet wings (Fig. 4
Fig. 4: Garnet bee from Childeric’s tomb. Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France.
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Fig. 5: Pair of Bow Brooches, Frankish, 500-550 CE, gilt silver and garnet, bone, 5.2 x 8.5 x 1
cm., New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 17.191.174, .175; Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan,
1917
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Fig. 6: Pair of Bow brooches from Jouy-le-Comte, Merovingian, mid-6th century, gilt silver,
garnet, gemstones, 9.6 x 4.9 cm. Saint-Germain-en-Laye, Musée dÁrchéologie Nationale,
MAN24574.

) also have roots in Germanic fertility cults, in this instance borrowing imagery from
Byzantine cults.81
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As the Egyptian and Byzantine cults were incorporated into Germanic paganism, so too
were the pagan rituals and symbols of the Franks incorporated into Catholicism. The
Christianization of the Franks was not complete at the moment of baptism, it was a long process
of condensing and adapting pagan rituals into Christian ones. Garnet as a pagan symbol did not
need to lose its associations with fertility, life, and love. Instead, it kept its essential symbolic
meaning but lost its association with pagan gods. The popularity of garnets and their existing
meaning for pagans means that when the Franks started moving towards Christianity in larger
numbers garnets gained additional meaning, as we will explore in the next chapter
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Chapter 2: Garnets in Everyday Life
I: Garnet Jewelry in Frankish Costume
Garnet jewelry was in high demand in the early medieval period and was worn by both
men and women. Their popularity was due in part to their pagan and Christian symbolism, and to
their abundance in comparison to other gems. Garnet cloisonné decorated almost every type of
jewelry, including bracelets, rings, brooches, pendants, and earrings. Cloisonné was also popular
for fasteners such as buckles and buttons. Garnet cabochons were frequently set in the center of
rings and brooches, either alone or surrounded by cloisonné, demonstrating the importance and
high value of the stone. The most characteristic aspect of Merovingian dress was the variety of
garnet brooches worn by both men and women. In the sixth century the preference was for large,
intricate bow brooches (Fig. 6), needed to secure thick cloaks and tunics. In the seventh century
the preference shifted to small, decorative cloisonné brooches in a diverse range of geometric
and zoomorphic shapes (Figs. 7 and 8). These brooches were a functional part of the everyday
costume, but they served as expressions of an individual’s personal taste and social status.
The finest jewelry was gold, with cheaper options made of silver or copper. Fine
gemstones and precious metals were luxury items, but price was the only barrier to owning
jewelry. Unlike the Greek and Roman sumptuary laws that governed what people in the classical
world could or could not wear based on their social position, the Franks had few formal clothing
regulations. For the most part Merovingian clothing regulations were limited to clerical texts
legislating the appropriate personal adornments and grooming of clergy members (and the
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appropriate punishments for those in violation of the rules), and the laity were free to accessorize
as they saw fit or could afford.82
Most of the scholarly knowledge of Merovingian dress is based on the interpretation of
grave goods excavated from cemeteries, made possible by the Frankish custom of burying the
dead fully clothed and equipped with personal items.83 While personal items like jewelry gained
additional symbolic meaning in the funerary context, the items themselves were used by the
deceased in life and reflected the clothing and adornment of the living. Naturally, the majority of
surviving grave items from the early medieval period are those that were made of inorganic
materials such as metals or minerals, such as jewelry, that did not decompose in the grave like
fabric or leather did. While there are surviving textiles and garments from this period, they are
typically fragmentary.
Merovingian clothing had some features of earlier classical and Byzantine styles, and
notably the style of garments did not vary much between men and women.84 By the middle of the
fifth century CE the primary garment was the tunica, or tunic, a rectangular cloth sewn together
at the sides, with sleeves and a slot for the head.85 The tunic was made in several weights and
styles that could be layered together; underneath the primary tunic was the camisia, and the
dalmatic86 was a sleeved outer layer worn over the ensemble. Cloaks, both rectangular and
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circular, were also frequently worn.87 Both sexes belted their tunics with girdles and used
brooches or pins to fasten garments.88 Clothing was commonly made out of domestically
cultivated flax, which was woven into a rough sackcloth for outer garments, or wool which was
used for breeches worn under short tunics. Breeches were frequently patterned, and popular
designs included rosettes, trefoils, quatrefoils, and dots. Linen was uncommon but available to
the wealthy via Italian trade routes, and it was used to make fine breeches as well as the
lightweight camisia. Silk was another luxury fabric available to the wealthy primarily through
trade with the Byzantine Empire, which developed a silk industry in the sixth century CE,
although the Frankish prince Sigismer is described as wearing silk in the late fifth century.89
The tunics worn by Frankish men in the fourth and fifth centuries wore close-fitting and
reached to the knee in length, and breeches were sometimes worn underneath.90 Men belted their
tunics and hung leather coin purses from their belts, which could be studded with metal or
precious gems depending on the wealth of the wearer.91 Weapons were fastened either to the
waist belt or to a baldric crossing the chest.92 In a letter (c. 470 CE) Sidonius Apollinaris, the
bishop of Auvergne, described the attire of the men he saw accompanying Sigismer as they rode
into Lyon:
Their feet were laced in boots of bristly hide reaching to the heels; ankles and legs were
exposed. They wore high tight tunics of varied colour, hardly descending to their bare
knees, the sleeves covering only the upper arm. Green mantles they had with crimson
borders; baldrics supported swords hung from their shoulders, and pressed on sides
covered with cloaks of skin secured by brooches.93
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Sigismer’s own tunic was white silk, over which he wore a red cloak. Cloaks and tunics were
dyed rich colors, with brightly colored stripes and borders.94 From the sixth to eighth century the
dress of Frankish nobility shifted from the barbarian style of the previous two centuries to
fashions influenced by the Byzantine Empire. This was a reaction to Clovis receiving the title
“Augustus” from the Emperor Anastatius (c. 431-518) in 510. Gregory of Tours notes that upon
receipt of the title, Clovis abandoned the barbarian style and instead wore the tunica palmata, an
ornate purple tunic, and a short cloak fastened at the shoulder by a brooch.95
Prior to the mid fifth century, Frankish women still wore the Greek peplos, a rectangular
garment draped over the body and fastened by a brooch at each shoulder. At this point the
Romans considered the peplos to be old-fashioned, and it was worn only by women in provincial
areas. Roman influence led Frankish women to abandon the peplos for the tunic in the beginning
of the Merovingian period.96 Merovingian women dressed similarly to their male counterparts,
with the primary difference being that they did not wear short tunics with breeches but instead
wore tunics that reached past the knee or floor length and belted tunics, with either short or long
sleeves.97 Over the tunic women wore loosely draped cloaks or shawls, and attached veils to the
hair with decorative pins.98 The pair of brooches used to fasten the shoulders of the peplos were
not necessary to secure a tunic, but they did not fall out of fashion. Brooches moved from their
place at the shoulders to locations at the neck or upper chest, where either a single brooch or a
pair were used to fasten light cloaks.99 Although garnet brooches were used by both men and
women, they feature much more prominently in the costume of Frankish women, who until the
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end of the sixth century wore multiple pairs of brooches decoratively instead of using them only
as functional items to fasten clothing.100
There are three distinct types of brooches worn by the Franks: bow brooches, small
brooches in a variety of shapes, and disk brooches. Bow brooches, typically between 7 and 10
centimeters in length, are comprised of three parts: a footplate, a headplate, and a bent or curved
“bow” portion in the middle connecting the two. The bow brooch originated with the Goths, with
early bronze examples found in late second and early third century graves.101 The curved bow
shapes was likely created out of necessity, the deep curve was needed to allow the brooch’s pin
to fasten thick garments like cloaks or mantles.102 The bow brooch design typical to the Franks
had a semicircular headplate with prongs radiating from the circular edge.103 Simple bow
brooches were decorated with geometric designs, while more extravagant examples were set
with precious gems and glass or garnet cloisonné work. Another pair of small brooches would be
worn at the neck or upper chest, where they would have fastened cloaks. They were made in
several geometric and zoomorphic shapes and frequently the designs were formed entirely out of
garnet cloisonné plates. The small brooches were popular from the mid fifth century until the end
of the sixth century.104 From the end of the sixth century a single disk brooch replaced the pairs
of bow brooches and small brooches in women’s fashion, influenced by Mediterranean
fashions.105 The disk brooches combined several decorative elements from the earlier brooch
styles, with a mix of geometric metalwork patterns, gemstone cabochons, and cloisonné work.
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The pairs of bow brooches worn by women in the early Merovingian period were
attached to directly to belts at the waist or hung from the belt by straps that would have also held
small amulets, beads, or decorative coins. In female graves bow brooches are never found on the
chest, but always at the pelvis or between the thighs, having been attached to the belt or straps.106
The bow brooches of the late fifth and sixth centuries are almost always made from precious
metals, denoting that they were purely luxury items worn by the wealthy.107 Brooches were not
needed to fasten a tunic as the garment was sewn together and did not need to be fastened at the
shoulder with a brooch or pin like the classical chiton or peplos. As pinning the shoulders of a
garment closed was no longer an essential step in getting dressed, women who could not afford
brooches simply did not wear them instead of opting for brooches made of cheaper metals.
A pair of gilt silver bow brooches (Error! Reference source not found.) from a
gravesite in Rosay, discovered in 1903 by workers at a chalk quarry,108 are an example of typical
sixth century Frankish bow brooches. The brooches feature the popular radiating semicircle
headplate, while the bow and footplate together form a single line from the headplate. Garnet
disks are set in a line along the body of the brooch and on alternating prongs of the headplate. A
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much more extravagant pair of brooches (

Fig. 6: Pair of Bow brooches from Jouy-le-Comte, Merovingian, mid-6th century, gilt
silver, garnet, gemstones, 9.6 x 4.9 cm. Saint-Germain-en-Laye, Musée dÁrchéologie Nationale,
MAN24574.

) was found in the cemetery of Jouy-le-Comte, which features the same basic radiating
headplate shape as the brooches from Rosay with a much higher degree of decoration. The
42

metalwork features extremely fine filigree instead of thick geometric lines as well as the head of
a bird and a cloisonné fish on the foot of each brooch. Small garnet plates are worked throughout
the design, and garnet cabochons are placed around the perimeter of the brooch, with two
notably serving as the birds’ eyes.
The Jouy-le-Comte bow brooches are notable for their luxury, but also because they
overtly display Christian symbols that are not as frequently seen on bow brooches as they are on
other Merovingian brooch forms. Each brooch has a garnet quatrefoil on the curved bow, a fourlobed symbol recalling the Greek cross (a cross with four equal arms) or the four evangelists.109
The fish has been a Christian symbol since the second century CE, with the Greek acronym
“Jesus Christ, Son of God, [Our] Savior (Ἰησοῦς Χριστὸς Θεοῦ Υἱὸς Ϲωτήρ)” spelling ΙΧΘΥΣ
(ichthys), meaning fish.110 Augustine acknowledges the ichthys as a popular symbol for Christ in
The City of God, explaining that the fish is a fitting symbol for Christ who “was able to live, that
is, to exist, without sin in the abyss of this mortality as in the depth of waters.”111 The
combination of the ichthys with the garnet, representing Christ’s blood as well as representing
him through the association with the tribe of Judah, makes the garnet fish a clear Christian
symbol that directly references Christ.
Birds were a popular motif in Merovingian brooches that also had a strong association
with Christianity. Birds are the animal most represented by the small zoomorphic brooches,
either with metalwork bodies and single garnets for eyes or with the entire form of the bird
shaped with cloisonné plates (Error! Reference source not found.). These brooches, worn in
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pairs, are typically oriented vertically in modern displays and photographs but would have been
worn horizontally, as if in flight.112 Merovingian bird brooches, which are found in graves
beginning in the late fifth century, were likely inspired by the imperial Roman symbol of the
eagle, and feature hooked beaks that call to mind birds of prey. The symbol of the eagle would
come to be associated with Christianity, and Christ was equated with an eagle bearing the souls
of the faithful.113 The eagle, with its ability to soar upward to Heaven, was also a symbol of
resurrection and renewal through God. This is illustrated in Isaiah 40:31 DV: “But they that hope
in the Lord shall renew their strength, they shall take wings as eagles, they shall run and not be
weary, they shall walk and not faint.” Eagles were also noted for their alleged ability to stare
directly into the sun, which may have symbolized a closeness with God. Pliny writes that sea
eagles tested their young by forcing them to look directly into the sun, raising only the ones that
were able to keep their gaze steady.114 Isidore echoes this information in his Etymologiae,
confirming that eagles of all types train their young to stare into the sun.115 As with the garnet
fish, the garnet eagle would be layered with Christian meaning.
The geometric small brooches worn as an alternative to small brooches with animal
forms were typically round, either a rosette (Error! Reference source not found.) or a disk
(Error! Reference source not found.), with garnet cloisonné compartments arranged around a
central stone or design. The geometric cloisonné patterns of these brooches do not have any overt
Christian symbols in their design. Jewelry lacking obvious Christian symbols could still be
appreciated by the faithful for garnet’s association with Christian spirituality. Goldsmiths
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working on brooches of this type would insert textured foil behind the gemstone plates, or etch
the surface of the metal itself, to enhance the lustre and light-reflection of the stones. The foil
was typically stamped in a grid or hatched pattern, creating raised lines that would catch the light
and give the jewelry a sparkling appearance.116 The use of textured foil can be seen in both Figs.
7 and 8, which are representative of typical Frankish brooches from the sixth century. The
enhanced lustre of the foil-backed garnets must have made them seem like the mystical,
luminous carbuncles able to shine in the darkness as described by Augustine, Epiphanius, and
Jerome (above). A Christian already familiar with the mystical properties of the carbuncle would
see a flashing, shining red gem as an inherently spiritual symbol, recalling the virtue of prudence,
divine wisdom, and the word of God. Worn pinned to a tunic or fastening a cloak, a glinting
garnet brooch could be an eye-catching profession of the wearer’s devotion to Christ.
At the end of the sixth century and through the seventh century pairs of bow brooches
and small brooches fell out of fashion in favor of a single large disk brooch worn at the neck.
The styles of the brooches changed as well, with the surface-covering cloisonné designs of the
sixth century appearing less frequently in favor of metal wire filigree with gemstones or colored
glass used as accents in the design. In the seventh century, garnets were in shorter supply than in
previous centuries,117 which may explain why the resource-intensive cloisonné was abandoned
for smaller inset plates and cabochons. These brooches are also known as composite brooches, as
there was a tendency to use multiple materials or colors of stone to give the brooches an
impressive appearance without becoming overly expensive.118
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The most recognizable Christian symbol, the cross, becomes a popular design for these
large disk brooches. It is possible that crosses became more prevalent on brooches as a reaction
to the increased difficulty of obtaining garnets for jewelry; the inability to use the strong symbol
of the garnet as frequently may have meant that new ways of signaling the faith of the wearer
were needed. Two examples dating from the late sixth to early seventh century in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art (Fig. 10 and Fig. 11) have a Greek cross as the central design, with
a cabochon set in the center. Fig. 10 has a red paste119 cabochon at its center, in imitation of a
garnet, with four paste triangles forming the arms of the cross. The seventh-century cross seen in
Error! Reference source not found. is formed by the wire filigree, with circular garnet plates at
the end of each arm. Smaller triangular plates of garnet sit at the base of each arm, pointing
toward a blue glass cabochon at the brooch’s center. In these examples the garnet, a symbol of
Christ’s blood, is combined directly with the instrument of his death and sacrifice. Crosses are
not frequently found on other types of garnet jewelry such as earrings, buckles, etc., with an
exception being some Merovingian rings with cruciform bezels (Error! Reference source not
found.). Outside of brooches, most Frankish jewelry from this period features simple geometric
designs either in cloisonné or metalwork accented by gemstones.
Even when jewelry lacked blatant Christian symbols like the cross, the inclusion of
garnet would have lent Christian meaning to the items. The addition of crosses to later brooches
alongside garnets reinforced the Christian associations of the gemstones. Garnet brooches and
rings with simple geometric patterns may have been a way to show one’s identity as a Christian
without needing to heavily modify the existing Frankish taste in jewelry or introduce new
designs for the same purpose. It is also possible that garnets were worn as amulets, with the
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wearer hoping to receive the carbuncle’s powers. Symbolizing Christ, prudence, and the divine
word, a garnet may have served as a reminder to follow Christ’s teachings or possibly a ward
against temptation and sin.
II: Garnet Ecclesiastical Objects
Although Epiphanius was connecting the mythical properties of carbuncle with themes in
Christian scripture as early as the fourth century, examples of Frankish ecclesiastical items
featuring garnets prior to the fifth century are unknown.120 Items used during Mass lack the
symbolic ambiguity of personal items, where animal symbols or color can be argued away as
coincidence instead of purposeful displays of faith. The strong Frankish preference for garnet
decoration on ritual items clearly demonstrates the perceived connection between the gem and
Christianity.
A gold paten and matching chalice (Error! Reference source not found. and Error!
Reference source not found.) were unearthed with a hoard discovered in Gourdon in the 19th
century, having been buried around the year 524.121 The paten is used to hold the sacramental
bread to be consecrated during the Mass, while the chalice holds sacramental wine. The Gourdon
paten is a gold rectangular plate with a garnet cloisonné design around the border paten’s top
face. On the center of the paten there is a garnet cloisonné cross, with four leaf shaped chambers
in each of the rectangle’s corners. Two of these chambers are filled with turquoise insets. The
golden chalice features a vine winding around the body of the cup, with alternating turquoise and
garnet leaves that match those on the paten. The handles of the chalice are bird heads, with
garnet eyes. Arrhenius suggests that the gold paten was originally in use as regular, albeit
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luxurious, tableware and was adapted to Christian use sometime later. She believes that the cross
and leaves on the paten were added when it became an ecclesiastical item, and that the chalice
was created to match the paten.122 The chalice’s later date would explain why it features the
matching turquoise leaves and smaller garnet accents but does not have the extensive cloisonné
work seen on the paten’s border. The original dish may have been chosen for conversion into a
paten for the original cloisonné border as the garnets would have already given the item a
Christian association, strengthened by the addition of the cross.
The paten and chalice set would have been used for the Eucharist, the sacrament most
closely tied to Christ. The Eucharistic rite recalls the Last Supper and Christ’s subsequent
sacrifice, with Catholics adhering to the belief that the sacramental bread and wine undergo
transubstantiation to become the body and blood of Christ. The garnet decoration on the Gordon
paten and chalice evokes Christ’s blood and sacrifice, while also speaking to their Eucharistic
purpose.
A large garnet cloisonné cross known as the “Cross of Saint Eloi” was among the
treasures of the Basilica of Saint-Denis. Saint Eloi (588-660), also known as Saint Eligius, was
the patron saint of goldsmiths and metalworkers and the cross was alleged to be his handiwork.
W. Martin Conway cites the ninth-century Gesta Dagoberti as the earliest mention of Saint Eloi
creating the cross, and states that it was King Dagobert who gave the cross to Saint-Denis.123
Unfortunately the Cross of Saint Eloi was melted down in 1794, and the only surviving fragment
is a square section of the cloisonné work (Fig. 15). However, the cross in its entirety is
represented in the early sixteenth century panel painting The Mass of Saint Giles (Fig. 16 and
Fig. 17, detail). The cross was approximately six feet high, made of gold and silver, and inlaid
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with garnets and glass in red, blue, and green. The center of the cross held an antique agate
cameo, and at the bottom of the cross there was an enameled reliquary holding a fragment of the
true cross.124 The reliquary was likely a later addition, as according to Conway it was not
mentioned in a 1505 inventory of the treasury, however the inscription ‘‘de cruce dni’ can be
seen in The Mass of Saint Giles and William H. Hinkle points out that a 1634 inventory
references both the reliquary and inscription.125
The scene depicts Saint Giles raising a consecrated host before the altar of Saint-Denis,
above which hangs the elaborate Cross of Saint Eloi.126 The symbolism of the cross as a sign of
Christ’s sacrifice, combined the image of Christ’s blood evoked by the Cross of Saint Eloi’s
garnet decoration would have made this cross a powerful Christian symbol during Mass, and the
later addition of the true cross relic would have strengthened the association considerably.
Garnet decoration on items associated with Christ’s sacrifice create a clear symbolic link
between the gemstone and the blood of Christ. The use of garnet to decorate the covers of Gospel
books would have tied the carbuncle’s association with Divine Wisdom to the Word of God laid
out in scripture. Manuscripts were subject to extravagant decoration with precious metals and
gemstones, a practice known as treasure binding. As early as the fourth century Saint Jerome
scorns the use of extravagantly decorated books, in a 384 letter to a woman named Eustochium.
He writes that “parchments are dyed purple, gold is melted into lettering, manuscripts are decked
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with jewels, while Christ lies at the door naked and dying.”127 Despite Jerome’s distaste for
overstated wealth, treasure binding continued through the medieval period.
Unfortunately, there are few surviving examples of early medieval treasure binding, and I
have not been able to find any that are specifically Merovingian in origin. The jeweled back
cover of the Lindau Gospels (Error! Reference source not found.) is an early Carolingian
example in the Morgan Library. A cross with arms that reach to the edges of the cover is the
central decoration. Patterns of garnet or red enamel cloisonné decorate the interior of the cross’
arms, and an alternating pattern rectangular red enamel cloisonné panels and enamel panels with
animal motifs on the top and left borders of the cover. Victor H. Elbern discusses the alterations
made to the book cover over time, the most obvious being the sixteenth century addition of four
small gilded reliefs of the Evangelists added to the corners. The right and lower borders, which
are decorated with spiral motifs, are also likely later additions.128 However, Elbern believes that
the upper and left borders, decorated with the red enamel which mimics the look of garnet or
glass, are original.129
Elbern compares the lower Lindau book cover with a similarly decorated set of book
covers from the treasury of the Monza cathedral (Fig. 19). The set of book covers was dedicated
to the cathedral by the Lombard Queen Theodelinda, who was herself a Frank by birth, in the
early sixth century, making them more contemporary with the Merovingian dynasty than the
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Lindau lower cover.130 Like the early Lindau cover, the Theodelinda covers have central crosses
set with large gemstones, and the borders of the crosses and cover borders are decorated with red
enamel cloisonné.
It is very likely that the Merovingian preference for garnets would have extended to
treasure bindings. The gemstones and inclusion of red enamel cloisonné, recalling the flashing
red of a carbuncle, on the Langobardic covers and the later Carolingian cover allows us to
picture what the Merovingian version of these bindings may have looked like. The use of inset
garnets, or enamel work suggesting garnets, on the covers of Gospel books would have recalled
the burning coal or carbuncle of Isaiah that represented the direct Word of God and the divine
wisdom to be found within the book itself.
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Chapter 3: The Role of Garnets in Christian Funerary Ritual
Just as the rituals performed by the living did not undergo an overnight change from
pagan to Christian in response to Clovis’ conversation, the rites performed for the dead also did
not change dramatically in response to Christianity. Merovingian funerary rituals did undergo
many evolutions between the fifth and eighth centuries, but the spread of Christianity through the
rural populations was not the primary reason. Christian clerics in this period influenced funerary
ritual in this period by inserting themselves into existing practices and developing new rites to
supplement the needs of the newly Christian population.131
Bailey K. Young believes that burial in pagan communities was a family matter, with
choices such as inhumation or cremation, burial in a sarcophagus or coffin, or the inclusion of
grave goods depending on the family economic status and personal taste rather than an adherence
to religious order. He thinks that logically Christianity should have implemented a uniform
funerary ritual, to bring death and burial into its “universally-consistent life-and-death system
into which all the states and stages of human life are fitted, justified and symbolized in rites and
rituals.” 132 However, it is apparent that the Church left the power to structure rituals like
marriage and funerals up to tradition. Ultimately Christian funerary practices in the Merovingian
period were tailored to the preexisting preferences of the Franks instead of supplanting them with
foreign rituals. Young ultimately concludes that in the eight century, when the Franks all but
abandoned the tradition of richly-dressed burials, it was because the Church wanted to confirm
its power by overseeing all aspects of social life. The rituals and traditions surrounding the end
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of one’s worldly life were too adjacent to the continued life of one’s soul in the afterlife, which
was the Church’s territory to control.133
The primary cemetery type of the Merovingian period was the sixth- and seventhcentury Reihengräberfeld, or row grave cemetery. These funerary grounds featured rows of
individual burials that were typically equipped with grave goods. The inclusion of personal items
contributes to the ease of dating the burials and distinguishing between individual plots in the
area. Row graves are typical of Merovingian burials prior to the eighth century, and are the
primary cemetery type found in France, western Germany, and the low countries during the early
medieval period.134 In the eighth century onward Frankish Christians increasingly buried their
dead in the churchyards of local parishes, ultimately giving the clergy more control over the
characteristics of Christian funerary practices.135

I. Prayers for the Dead
In Christianizing Death Frederick S. Paxton discusses a short prayer service meant to be
performed at the time of a person’s death and at the time of his/her burial. The prayer was found
in an appendix of a ninth-century copy of a rule of life written by Bishop Caesarius of Arles for
the nuns in a convent. Paxton believes that the prayer service is a work of the sixth-century
church, and potentially Caesarius’ own work.136 The service has two parts: the first series of
prayers is meant to be read over the body of a recently deceased nun and the second is read over
the grave as she is buried. The first prayer read in response to the death of a nun asks that those
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in attendance remember the soul of the departed and ask God both to forgive her sins and grant
her a peaceful rest. The second prayer said over the body characterizes death as a summons of
the soul to journey back to its place in God’s heavenly realm. The prayer reads:
To you, Lord, we pray for the soul of your servant, whom you have ordered to be brought
to you from the abysses of this world, that you will see fit to grant her a place of
refreshment and quiet, permit her to cross over the gates of hell and the paths of darkness
and remain in the mansions of the saints and in the blessed light as you once promised to
Abraham and his descendants.137
In this prayer death is seen as the beginning of a journey where the soul of the deceased is
thought to travel through a darkness, crossing over the gates of Hell itself in the process, in order
to reach the light-filled realm of Heaven and return to God. Effros discusses an early medieval
belief that baptized Christians would experience a kind of interim period between death and the
soul’s eternal rest in Heaven. While what exactly the interim period entailed varied throughout
the early medieval period, a common theme was a period of purification in purgatory.138
As cited by Effros, Bede believed that souls of those who waited until on their deathbed
to repent were sent to a valley that was burning on one side and had freezing storms raging on
the other. Being tossed back and forth between the fire and ice would purify the soul before the
time of the final Judgement arrived. She compares Bede’s statement with Pope Gregory I’s
caution that the souls of Christians who had committed sins during their lifetime but were
repentant would enter a purgatorial state where they were clothed in white and lived in golden
mansions, but only after crossing a bridge over an “intolerably odorous river.” 139 This pleasant
interim location was meant to assure Christians that their minor sins would not exclude them
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from Heaven forever, but that they would still have to wait for the final Judgment to be allowed
into Heaven.
Megan McLaughlin refers to another prayer said on behalf deceased Christians which
indicates a growing sense of anxiety over the journey of the soul in the afterlife and the unknown
consequences in the afterlife of sins committed while living. The prayer petitions God to allow
the deceased souls a place at his side, asking that God accept those who are remorseful of their
sins:
Omnipotent and eternal God, grant what we ask in our prayers and give to all those
whose bodies rest here a place of refreshment, the blessedness of peace, [and] the
brightness of light, so that the supplication of the church may commend [to you] those
who are burdened by the weight of their sins.140
The anxiety felt by Christians over the fate of their souls may have influenced their decisions
when choosing the items for their grave or the graves of their deceased loved ones. There is a
clear connection between the light giving nature of the carbuncle and the eternal light attained
through following Christ, as previously seen in Meier’s discussion of carbuncle. The anxiety
associated with the journey through darkness and the cautionary warnings of the fiery
purification of sin prior to the final Judgment would have made items like garnet rings or
brooches, worn as professions of faith or amulets against sin in life, attractive as grave goods.

II: Grave Goods and Dressed Burials
Bonnie Effros notes in Caring for Body and Soul that the customs and meaning
associated with personal items like clothing and jewelry often gained additional significance in a
funerary context, but the items themselves were frequently the same items used by the deceased
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while living.141 A fine gold or silver brooch pinned to the burial clothes of a deceased person
would signify their wealth or social status, but the selection of a garnet brooch would have had
an additional spiritual significance for the deceased and their living family. Effros adds that
individuals had the freedom to choose if their belongings were buried with them, bequeathed to
their heirs, or distributed among the poor.142 The ability to choose the fate of individual
belongings meant that items found in graves represent the personal choices of the deceased and
their family, rather than an adherence to an imposed property law or clerical regulation. This
freedom apparently was curtailed significantly for women by the ninth century, as daughters
were limited to inheriting money, servants, and personal apparel and were forbidden from
inheriting property even when there were no sons for the inheritance to be passed to.143
The Church in this period did not restrict grave goods except to forbid the interment of
ecclesiastic items in the graves of both the laity and clergy. Effros cites the 535 Council of
Clermont and the Synod of Auxerre from 561-605 which respectively banned the use of
liturgical cloth as burial shrouds and the burial of eucharistic wafers and relics in order to protect
the Church’s finances and prevent individual burial practices from impeding liturgical services
that required the interred items.144 Although being buried in a liturgical cloth or with the relic of
a saint would have been an honor for the deceased, the widespread practice of this custom would
have been too disruptive to the Church. If Christians could not be buried with significant items of
the Church itself, they would have had to turn to personal items to give them the same spiritual
protection and signify that their funerary preparations were those of a Christian.
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A Christian fearing for the safety of a loved one’s soul after death may have included
their personal garnet jewelry as an amulet to aid them. The carbuncle, representing Christ and
redemption through its ability shine in the darkness, would serve as a symbol that the departed
Christian soul would eventually find safety with God in Heaven and would not have to fear the
eternal fire of Hell. As Effros states, there is little to no evidence that Merovingian Christians
thought that they would bring their grave goods with them into the next life.145 Therefore any
objects placed in the grave were either chosen by a dying person as a way to bring comfort and
peace of mind before facing the unknown of death, or chosen by the family of the deceased as a
way to symbolically send the soul of their loved one to the afterlife with symbols of Christ’s
protection.

III: Metaphorical Representations of Carbuncle
The symbolism of the carbuncle to Christians was so important that there is evidence that
symbolic representations of garnets were included in burials when actual garnets could not be
included. Precious stones were a luxury item that would not have been financially accessible for
everyone, and those that could afford them may not have been wealthy enough to bury their
more extravagant belongings instead of passing them along to their surviving relatives.
Alternatively, nuns and other exceptionally pious individuals were frequently buried in simple
clothing to reflect their purity and the humility of their existence and forwent bringing expensive
jewelry to their grave.146 Regardless of the reason actual garnets were or were not selected for an
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individual’s grave goods, the safety and protection of God that garnets represented would have
been desirable for the deceased.
An interesting example of a funerary garment featuring garnet motifs is the “Chemise of
Balthild,” (Fig. 20) a seventh-century garment meant for the burial of the Merovingian Queen
Balthild. The sleeveless chemise is made from high quality linen and is embroidered around the
collar with a gold and garnet necklace, with an embroidered pectoral cross suspended from the
chain.147 Balthild re-founded the abbey of Chelles around 658-59 CE, which had originally been
founded by Clothild, the first Merovingian Queen. Balthild joined Chelles as a nun where she
lived until dying in 680 or 681.148 Although nuns were buried in simple garments, simple did not
necessarily mean low quality. Fine linens could be chosen to honor the burial of exceptional nuns
or, in this case, a queen. As an important figure in the history of Chelles, Balthild would have
been an obvious candidate to have a high quality garment made for her burial, although the
consensus is that her chemise survives in too good of a condition to have ever been buried with
her.149
The jewelry embroidered on the front of the chemise is significant as it mirrors the fine
jewelry that lay members of the Christian nobility would wear in their graves. Although she was
a noble woman herself, Balthild’s status as a holy woman meant that she could not wear overly
lavish jewels when buried. The addition of embroidered gemstones to her chemise meant that she
could have the significance and symbolism of garnet jewelry as grave goods without being
buried with them. The embroidery on Balthild’s unique chemise ensured that in death she
adhered to the conventions regarding the simple burial clothes of nuns while still broadcasting
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her importance as a queen and as a central figure of the abbey. The embroidered garnets would
also have spoken to her devotion to Christ and given her the benefit of the carbuncle’s guiding
light through the darkness of the afterlife.
Another symbolic reference to carbuncle may be found in the practice of charcoal burial,
an uncommon grave style that does not conform to standard Merovingian burial practices.
Charcoal burial is an early medieval practice in which the body of the deceased was buried either
above or below a layer of charcoal. The charcoal deposits are not left behind from cremation, as
cremation was rarely practiced by the Franks during this period.150 Evidence of fire rituals and
charcoal burial are found in graves in the late fifth through seventh centuries.151 There are a
variety of theories about the purpose or meaning of the charcoal layers, from the idea that it was
a sanitary practice meant to cleanse the grave to suggestions of funerary rituals involving fire,
but so far there is no unanimously agreed upon explanation for charcoal burial. Young lists
several explanations proposed by past excavators, including the idea that charcoal was meant to
soak up the fluid of a decomposing corpse, fires of ritual purification, or evidence that fires had
been burned to mark grave sites that had been disturbed or violated.152
The excavation of the sixth- to eighth-century burial grounds at Mazerny revealed fiftyeight seventh-century graves with evidence of charcoal or a ritual fire, with nine graves having
complete beds of charcoal beneath the occupant’s remains.153 Mazerny is an example of how one
burial site could show evidence of multiple variations of charcoal burial. In Bailey Young’s
summary of the burials at Mazerny he notes that graves with evidence of charcoal tended to be
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graves with limited grave goods, or no grave goods at all.154 In contrast, there is also evidence in
other cemeteries that fires were lit in or around graves that had a large number of items
signifying the importance of the deceased.155 It could be possible that for richly equipped graves
fires and charcoal amplified the prestige of the already elite burial, while the charcoal in poorly
furnished graves was meant to add symbolic value or meaning in the absence of grave goods that
would have fulfilled the same purpose.
James Holloway has suggested that charcoal burial was a reference to the medieval
practice of laying the dying on a bed of sackcloth and ashes. This custom appears as early as the
fourth century and persisted until the late twelfth and thirteenth century when it fell out of use.156
At the end of the fourth century Sulpicius Severus wrote in his hagiography of Martin of Tours
that while on his deathbed the saint refused even the smallest comfort of a bed of straw offered to
him by his disciples and insisted that he remain on his bed of sackcloth and ashes, stating “it is
not fitting that a Christian should die except among ashes.”157 In the Bible ashes are used in
several instances to express sorrow or repentance. In Daniel 9:3-4 the eponymous prophet
supplements his prayers and confession to God with “fasting, sackcloth, and ashes.” In Luke
10:13 Jesus rebukes several cities that did not repent despite his ministry, saying that they should
be “sitting in sackcloth and ashes” after receiving God’s word.
It is possible that charcoal burial was meant to recall the same themes as the carbuncle;
the burning coal that purified Isaiah’s speech or the purification of sins. The practice itself likely
had links to the funerary practices of Germanic pagans, as evidence is most likely to be found in
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regions with a strong Germanic influence,158 but the tradition was probably reinterpreted when
the population moved towards Christianity. The link between ashes and Christian penitence
combined the carbuncle/coal’s ability to purify sins create a strong possibility that charcoal
burial had the same associations for Christians. The use of charcoal in burials, particularly those
that had no other grave goods, may show that the symbolism of the carbuncle was so important
to early Christians that they found ways to incorporate it into their burials metaphorically when
they were unable to include actual garnet items.
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Conclusion
The popular use of garnets in Merovingian jewelry is a continuation of the long tradition
of the gemstone’s use dating back to the classical period. Ancient writers such as Aristotle,
Theophrastus, and Pliny were eager to repeat stories about miraculous gems that shone in the
dark and were lit from within by flames, like fresh coals. The natural abundance of garnet around
the world and the scarcity of other red gems in their time meant that classical writers were almost
certainly observing garnet when putting these stories to paper. The pagan religions followed by
the Franks prior to the widespread adoption of Christianity also valued red gems for their
associations with divinity and power. The symbolism of the gem continued to evolve with
Christianity, as early Christian writers saw a clear link between the carbuncle’s ability to shine in
darkness and Christ’s ability to protect the faithful from the darkness of sin.
The religious symbolism inherent in the carbuncle meant that garnet jewelry, which was
the most popular and widely available variety of gemstones jewelry during the Merovingian
period, had added symbolism when worn by the faithful. Garnet jewelry could function as a
symbol of the wearer’s faith in Christ, or as a ward against darkness and sin. Until the eighth
century jewelry was commonly used as grave goods, and the spiritual meaning of the gemstone
carried over into the funerary culture of Merovingian Christians. The carbuncle recalled the
purification of sin in purgatory, and its internal flame would have been able to symbolically
protect the deceased as their soul journeyed through the darkness to its eternal resting place in
God’s light. The layered symbolism of the carbuncle meant that it would serve its wearer as a
religious symbol through all stages of their life. As the carbuncle retained its spiritual importance
throughout one’s life, it endured as a symbol of devotion to Christ and the illuminating nature of
God’s word through centuries of Christian art.
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Illustrations

Fig. 1: Pair of quatrefoil mounts, Early Byzantine, 2nd half of 5th century, Gold, garnet, silver,
glass, smallest, 35 x 34 mm; largest, 38 x 36 mm., New York, The Morgan Library & Museum,
2012.2:33a,b.
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Fig. 2: Surviving items from Childeric’s tomb: Sword handle, pommel, and scabbard
decorations, iron axe head, crystal ball, facsimile signet ring, two coins, two bees, assorted
buckles and buttons. Bibliothèque Nationale de France
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Fig. 3: Illustration of garnet cloisonné horse trappings from Childeric’s tomb.
Jean-Jacques Chifflet, Anastasis Childerici I. Francorum regis, siue, Thesaurus sepulchralis
Tornaci Neruiorum effossus, & commentario illustratus (1655), 226.
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Fig. 4: Garnet bee from Childeric’s tomb. Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France.
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Fig. 5: Pair of Bow Brooches, Frankish, 500-550 CE, gilt silver and garnet, bone, 5.2 x 8.5 x 1
cm., New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 17.191.174, .175; Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan,
1917
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Fig. 6: Pair of Bow brooches from Jouy-le-Comte, Merovingian, mid-6th century, gilt silver,
garnet, gemstones, 9.6 x 4.9 cm. Saint-Germain-en-Laye, Musée dÁrchéologie Nationale,
MAN24574.
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Fig. 7: Pair of bird shaped brooches, Frankish, 500-600, gold, garnet, glass, pearl, left 2 x 3.2
cm, right 2.1 x 3.3 cm. New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 17.191.164, 17.191.165;
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.
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Fig. 8: Rosette Brooch, Frankish, first half 6th century, silver, garnet, glass bead, 2 x 0.3 cm.
New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 17.192.34; Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.
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Fig. 9: Disk Brooch, Frankish, second half 6th century, silver-gilt, garnet, 2.4 x 1.3 cm. New
York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 17.193.7; Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.
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Fig. 10: Disk brooch, Frankish, late 6th – early 7th century, gold, wire, paste cabochon or garnet,
copper alloy rim and nail, 2.6 x 0.8 cm, New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
17.191.157; Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.
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Fig. 11: Disk brooch, Frankish, 7th century, gold, copper alloy, garnet, glass, 5 x 1 cm, New
York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2001.659.1; Gift of Ruth C. Bermant, 2001.
.
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Fig. 12: Finger ring with a cross, Frankish, 450-525, gold, garnet, mother of pearl, 1.6 x 2.1 cm.
New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 17.192.229; Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.
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Fig. 13: Paten from Gourdon, 500-600, gold, garnet, turquoise, 12.5 x 19.5 cm. Paris,
Bibliothèque nationale de France, 56.97
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Fig. 14: Chalice from Gourdon, 500-600, gold, garnet, turquoise, 7.4 x 4.4 cm excluding
handles. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, 56.96.
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Fig. 15: Fragment of the cross of Saint Eloi, 1st half of the seventh century, gold, glass, garnet,
10 x 9.2 cm, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, 56.324.
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Fig. 16: Master of Saint Giles, The Mass of Saint Giles, c. 1500, oil on oak panel, 62.3 × 46 cm,
London, The National Gallery, NG4681.
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Fig. 17: Detail of The Mass of Saint Giles showing the Saint Eloi Cross.
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Fig. 18: Jeweled back cover of the Lindau Gospels, late 8th century, Salzburg, 35 x 27.5 cm,
New York: The Morgan Library, MS M. 1.
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Fig. 19: The Book Covers of Queen Theodelinda, early 7th century, Langobardic, both 34 x 26
cm, Monza: Monza Cathedral Museum.
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Fig. 20: Detail of the “Chemise of Balthild”, 7th century.
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